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Abstract: The intermittent turbulent transport in the scrape-off-layer of Alcator C-Mod and NSTX is studied

experimentally by imaging with a very high density of spatial measurements. The 2-D structure and dynamics of

emission from a localized gas puff are observed, and intermittent features (also sometimes called “filaments” or

“blobs”) are typically seen. The characteristics of the spatial structure of the turbulence and their relationship to

the time-averaged SOL profiles are discussed. The experimental observations are compared with 3-D non-linear

numerical simulations of edge turbulence. Radial profiles of the poloidal wavenumber spectra and the poloidal

scale length from the simulations are in reasonable agreement with those obtained from the experimental images,

once the response of the optical system is accounted for. The resistive ballooning mode is the dominant linear

instability in the simulations. The ballooning character of the turbulence is also consistent with fluctuation

measurements made at the inboard and outboard midplane, where normalized fluctuation levels are found to be

about ten times smaller on the inboard side. For discharges near the density limit, turbulent structures are seen on

closed flux surfaces.

1. Introducton

Evidence for intermittent convective radial transport in the outboard Scrape-Off-Layers (SOL)

of tokamaks has existed for a number of years [1-4]. Recently, studies aimed at investigating

this phenomenon have yielded a much clearer picture of the SOL transport and its implications

on main chamber recycling [5,6], divertor operation, and possibly density limits [7,8].

Typically, detailed measurements of the turbulence have come from single or multi-point

probe or optical measurements in the outboard SOL, and they generally show very strong

evidence for intermittent, convective particle transport there, leading to the nearly flat

temperature and density profiles observed in the far-SOL of many devices. The statistics of the

fluctuations are strongly non-gaussian [9,10], with positive skewness and kurtosis, and the

large amplitude events can be responsible for large fractions of the cross-field particle and heat

transport [10]. Understanding the physical causes and mechanisms of this intermittent

transport is important since it can dominate the scrape-off-layer transport [6,10,11]. Indeed

there appears to be a “universality” [12] to the intermittency that extends to stellarators [13]

and even linear devices. The two magnetic confinement devices reported on here, Alcator C-

Mod and NSTX, as well as other tokamaks [14-16], exhibit many qualitatively similar

features, e.g. large, intermittent events, high levels of SOL turbulence, non-gaussian turbulence

statistics, and poloidal and radial motion of localized features. Yet the SOL plasmas in these

devices are different in many respects, e.g. BT, λei/Lc, ρs, gradient scale length. It is the purpose



of this paper to report the experimental observations from C-Mod and to compare the

experimental results with those of NSTX and with 3-D non-linear simulations of the edge

plasma in hopes of understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed

turbulence.

2. Experimental Imaging of Turbulence

Although some investigations of the extended spatial structure of edge turbulence have been

carried out [17-19], the majority of investigations of edge turbulence have utilized localized

probes, and much of the present understanding of the turbulent transport and statistics come

from probe measurements and analyses. A new technique designed to study the spatial structure

of the turbulence has recently been developed [20-22], yielding additional information that can

be directly compared with edge-turbulence modeling. In Alcator C-Mod and in NSTX the

edge/SOL turbulence is imaged vs. time with a very high density of high-resolution spatial

measurements [21-23], in addition to being studied with probes. This paper will give the

experimental details and results from Alcator C-Mod and a comparison with NSTX results. The

detailed NSTX results will be given in a subsequent paper.

The imaging is accomplished by viewing (parallel to the local field) line emission from a

localized gas puff. Since the turbulence is known to have relatively long parallel wavelengths

and to be closely aligned with the field, the gas puff provides spatial localization of emission in

the parallel dimension and allows high resolution images in the dimensions perpendicular to the

field. The detailed 2-D structure and dynamics of the emission are then measured using gated

(0.5 to 10 µsec) and high frame-rate (up to 1 MHz) cameras, filtered for line emission from the

puffed gas (D2 or He). More details and a schematic of the setup on C-Mod are given in Ref

[21]. The NSTX system is discussed in [22].

An example of a time-averaged emission pattern is shown in Fig. 1. The field-of-view is shown

as the ~6x6 cm diamond shaped region centered near the typical separatrix location at the

outboard side of the tokamak, 2.5 cm below the midplane. Regions both inside and outside the

separatrix and in the shadow of outboard limiters are viewed. The atomic physics “windows”

the average emission region, limited on the hot side by ionization and on the wall side by lack

of excitation. However, individual images vary significantly from the average, and complex

emission patterns are typically observed. Some of the snapshots and movies show isolated

regions of strong emission. These are almost certainly the large amplitude ion-saturation-current

and floating-potential events seen on probes. They have been called ‘striations’, ‘filaments’,

blobs’, ‘IPOs’, and ‘avaloids’ by different investigators and, as mentioned above, have been

shown to be responsible for large fractions of the perpendicular particle and heat transport. The

‘blob’ designation comes from the appearance of the perturbation when viewed in cross-section,

along the magnetic field. It is important to keep in mind that these fluctuations have relatively

long, but finite (see Section 5) parallel wavelengths [1]. Although the blobs are evident in the



raw images, they are even clearer in images made by dividing out the average emission pattern.

Four such “normalized” snapshots taken 17 msec apart are shown in Fig. 2. (The turbulence is

completely uncorrelated between these snapshots.) Two blobs are clearly seen in the first frame.

The other three frames show features mostly outside the separatrix and with significantly

smaller amplitudes. “Wave-like” poloidal structures are also sometimes observed.

Obviously, when using this “gas-puff-imaging” technique, the images are of line emission, not

of quantities of more direct interest, like density and temperature. The atomic physics that

converts the density and temperature fluctuations into fluctuations in emission complicate the

quantitative interpretation [21,24]. The details will not be repeated here except to say that within

the “windowed” region set by the atomic physics, the emission responds promptly to the

fluctuations approximately as ne
αTe

β, with both α and β between 0.3 and 1.4 [24]. In our

quantitative comparisons with the numerical simulations (Section 4), we post-process the

simulation ne, Te results to compute the emission, rather than trying to unfold the fluctuating

temperature and density fields from the experimental images.

3. Image Analyses

In order to analyze the images, the time-averaged emission is computed from a series of

individual images (e.g. Fig. 1) and the individual frames are then normalized by that average

image. This yields images showing the fractional changes from the time-average (e.g. Fig. 2).

The normalized images are then analyzed to produce wavenumber spectra of the normalized

fluctuations in the poloidal and radial planes. In addition, the poloidal autocorrelation functions

are calculated, and the poloidal autocorrelation lengths vs. radius are calculated. The

autocorrelation length serves as a simple measure of the size scale of the turbulence and is

defined as that spatial translation for which the autocorrelation function decreases to 0.5. These

analyses are done over the rectangular box shown in Fig. 1. No account is taken of the poloidal

curvature of the flux surfaces within this box, i.e. vertical is taken to be poloidal.

We present here analyses of two discharges in C-Mod, a “high” field case with BT=6.1 T, Ip=1.0

MA and ne/nGW=0.2, and a “low” field case with BT=2.85 T, Ip=0.45 MA and ne/nGW=0.45. (nGW

is the Greenwald density, Ip(MA)/[πa(m)2] in units of 1020 m-3, where a is the minor radius.)

These discharges have approximately the same edge safety factor and connection length. They

were chosen to examine the scaling of the turbulence characteristics with field (a factor of 2.1)

and with normalized density (a factor of 0.4).  The time-averaged SOL density profiles at the

time of interest for these two shots are shown in Fig. 3. The profiles clearly have different SOL

gradients and different far-SOL densities. The perpendicular particle fluxes are different as well

(~two times higher in the “low” field, shallower gradient case). Shown in Fig. 4 are the

respective poloidal correlation lengths (Lpol) vs. ρ. (ρ is the distance outside the Last Closed

Flux Surface (LCFS) mapped along flux surfaces to the outside midplane.) Outside ρ≈3mm, the

“low” field case has a somewhat higher correlation length (9-10 mm compared to 6-8 mm)
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although difference is within the error bars for each measurement. (The error bars are calculated

from the statistical frame-to-frame variation.). Inside the separatrix Lpol is smaller in the “low”

field case, again with some overlap of the error bars. Nonetheless, the trends and values of Lpol

vs. ρ found in these two discharges are reproducible in other discharges with similar parameters.

For example, the “high” field case has little variation of Lpol with ρ and is similar in that respect

to the C-Mod discharge analyzed in Ref. [21], which had similar plasma parameters.

In Figs 5 and 6 are shown the kpol spectra from the normalized images and the normalized levels

of ion saturation current, Isat
RMS/Isat (from probes), both vs. ρ. The amplitudes (color scale) of the

k spectra for the “high” and “low” field cases are similar, indicating similar normalized levels of

turbulence, and consistent with the outboard probe data of Fig. 6. Note, however, that because

the density in the “low” field case is significantly larger outside of ρ≈3mm, the absolute RMS

fluctuation level is also larger. The falloff of Fourier amplitude, A(k), with k outside of ρ=0 is

somewhat less steep in the “high” field case, consistent with the Lpol comparison, since Lpol is

proportional to 1/∆kpol
HWHM. The details of the kpol spectra can be used for comparison with

turbulence simulations (next section) and with other devices [19]. Some of the parameters and

characteristics of these two discharges are summarized in Table 1. Overall, although the SOL

density profiles and perpendicular fluxes are quite different, the differences in the turbulence

characteristics (Lpol, τauto-corr
exp, and normalized fluctuation level) are not large. As noted, the

absolute fluctuation level is different.

4. Comparisons with Simulations and with NSTX Observations

Recent advances in the numerical modeling turbulence now allow detailed comparison with

the experimental observations. In particular, we are able to compare directly the characteristics

of the 2-D (radial and poloidal) turbulence calculated from 3-D non-linear drift-ballooning

codes [25-27] with those of the experimental images. A simulation was done using a Non-

Linear-Electromagnetic-Turbulence code (NLET) in which time-averaged profiles were

specified to be those measured in the outboard SOL of C-Mod. The simulation solves the

Braginskii fluid equations for electrons and ions in a 3-D geometry (note λei/Lc<0.1). It

includes diamagnetic, magnetic shear, and toroidal curvature effects, and, in the limiter

shadow region, mimics the effect of open field lines ending on outboard limiters, the nearest of

which is 1 m away. A separatrix and X-pt are not included. The inclusion of open lines ending

at the divertor does not influence the results and implies that, in regions not in the limiter

shadow, the SOL turbulence is not driven primarily by flute-like instabilities in these highly

collisional plasmas. Inclusion of open field lines ending on the outboard limiters does alter the

shape of the simulation's k-spectrum, indicating its importance in setting boundary conditions

in the simulation. The global discharge conditions used in the simulation are similar to those of

the “high” field case discussed above (BT=5.4 T, Ip=1.0 MA and ne/nGW=0.23), but from a

different shot with different turbulence images [21]. A number of quantities calculated in the



simulation are compared directly with the experiment, e.g. the simulation and experimental the

time-averaged particle fluxes agree to within about a factor of two. However, a more rigorous

test is to compare the kpol spectral shapes vs. ρ, as is done in Figure 7. The simulation’s k-

spectra are those expected for normalized Dα light emission fluctuations, taking into account

the atomic physics and simulation’s fluctuating density and temperature fields. Thus both parts

of Fig. 7 are comparing the same quantity, k-spectra of “normalized” emission fluctuations.

Also included in the simulation are the effects of a 2 µs time-average, and most importantly

the measured spatial response of the experimental optical system (∆kHWHM~12 cm-1). The

inclusion of the finite optical response results in the apparent suppression of the smaller-scale

features that exist in the simulation’s density fluctuation spectrum between k=5 and 30 cm-1.

The end result is a relatively good match between experiment and simulation, shown in Figure

7. The trends in magnitude and spectral shape are similar for ρ less than about 9 mm.

However, there is clear disagreement in amplitude in the limiter shadow, where the simulation

shows the relative fluctuation amplitudes decreasing with ρ, while the experiment has the

opposite trend. Comparisons of the poloidal turbulence scale length, Lpol vs. ρ show a good

match (within the experimental error of ~+/-25%) with the experiment for ρ from 0 to 15 mm.

An additional optical diagnostic that measures time histories of the outboard gas puff emission

with Dα-filtered, fast diodes [20] from a radial array of views has been used to determine the

autocorrelation times characteristic of the fluctuating emission. The simulation calculates

relatively constant autocorrelation times vs. ρ that are a factor of two smaller than the

measurement inside of ρ≈5 mm, where τauto-corr
exp≈10 µs, and a factor of ~8 smaller at ρ≈10

mm, where τauto-corr
exp≈30 µs.

The overall match between experiment and the NLET simulation detailed in this section is

significantly better than the one described in Ref. [21], where an NLET simulation was also

compared with image data. There are a number of reasons for this. The present case simulated

the full SOL profile. It employed the “synthetic diagnostic” technique to calculate the same

quantities measured in the experiment (e.g. emission), and it included the local limiters.

An initial comparison with these observations has also been done using another 3D non-local

electromagnetic turbulence simulation code, BOUT [26-28], which models boundary-plasma

turbulence with a realistic separatrix and X-pt geometry. It also shows a good match with the

experimental k-spectrum at a single radial location, although the time-averaged input profiles

were somewhat different from those measured. The dominant linear instability is the resistive

X-pt mode, which is resistive ballooning in the proper X-pt geometry.

Thus the modeling says that the resistive ballooning mode is the dominant linear instability

leading to the developed, non-linear, turbulent state in the C-Mod edge. This conclusion was

also reached in Ref. [29], where non-linear simulations showed that resistive ballooning

dominates under conditions satisfied in the C-Mod edge, although it should be pointed out that



TABLE 1. Comparison of quantities characterizing SOLs

of specific L-mode plasmas, evaluated at the outboard

midplane. In the C-Mod cases the evaluations are made

at ρ=6 mm; in NSTX at ρ ~1 density e-folding length

C-Mod
“high” field

(#1020919006)

C-Mod
“low” field

(#1020919016)

NSTX

(#109033)

BT
SOL 4.5 T 2.1 T 0.25 T

Ip 1.0 MA 0.45 MA 0.9 MA

ne 1.4x1019 m-3 2.2x1019 m-3 6x1018 m-3

Te 23 eV 22 eV 13 eV

Lp
perp 4 mm 5 mm 30 mm

ρS 0.15 mm 0.32 mm 2 mm

Lc 5 m 5 m 5 m

Lo
resist. ball. ~3 mm ~7 mm ~10 mm

Lturb
pol 7 mm 10 mm 40 mm

τauto-cor ~10 µs ~10 µs ~40 µs

Isat
RMS/Isat ~40% ~40% ~40%

λei/Lc 0.09 0.06 0.07

β 1x10-5 9x10-5 10-3

the analysis was in a closed flux-tube

geometry. In contrast, it was concluded,

based on the analyses of turbulence k-

spectra, that the flute-interchange

instability with sheath resistivity was

responsible for the turbulence observed

in the clean SOL plasmas of TEXTOR

[19]. This conclusion was also reached

in Ref. [18]. According to Ref. [19], a

simple measure for when the flute-

interchange instability dominates is

when (me/mi)
1/2(Lc/λei)<<1, a condition

not strongly satisfied in C-Mod (~0.4).

Hence the high collisionality in C-Mod

might be a reason for the difference in

the conclusions. It is therefore

worthwhile, as an initial step, to see if

trends in the characteristic resistive

ballooning scale size, Lo, are reflected in

the observed turbulence size scales in

very different SOL plasmas. A SOL

comparison for three specific L-mode

discharges is shown in Table 1, two are

from C-Mod, the “high” and “low” field cases analyzed above, and the third is from an NSTX

L-mode discharge. A number of other experimental quantities are listed in order to point out the

differences and similarities in the plasmas and the turbulence characteristics. (Lp
perp is the

pressure scale length; ρS is the ion Larmor radius evaluated with the electron temperature, Lc is

the parallel connection length, Lo= 2πqR [νei ρS/(2 R ωce)]
0.5 (2R/Lp)

0.25 is the characteristic

perpendicular size scale for the (linear) resistive ballooning mode [28]; Lturb
pol is the measured

poloidal correlation length of the turbulence; τauto-cor is the FWHM of the fluctuation

autocorrelation function at a stationary point; λei is the electron-ion mean free path.)

As seen in Table 1, the measured poloidal correlation lengths, Lturb
pol, scale only qualitatively

with the resistive ballooning mode scale length, Lo. L
turb

pol is from 1.2-4 times larger than Lo.

The comparisons also show a rough correlation of Lturb
pol with ρS, which would suggest a scaling

like kperpρS ~constant. Thus we conclude that, while the scaling of Lturb
pol is at best qualitatively

consistent with the scaling of Lo, such a simple comparison based on linear instability analysis is

not sufficient to reveal the turbulence drive, and the full non-linear simulation is probably

necessary.



5. Inboard/Outboard Fluctuation Comparisons

The inboard/outboard levels of edge turbulence have also been investigated in C-Mod using

both additional inboard-viewing optical diagnostics and an additional inboard fast-scanning

Langmuir probe. A second array of tangentially viewing fiberoptics, which image to a radial

array of 3 mm diameter spots that span the inboard SOL just in front of an inboard midplane

gas puff, is used to compare normalized intensity fluctuations with those measured by the

similar array on the outboard side. Both measure the same emission line from the puffed gas (Dα

for D2 or HeI-667 nm for He) in lower single null discharges. As seen in Fig. 8, the normalized

fluctuation level is approximately a factor of ten smaller than that measured simultaneously on

the same flux surface at the outboard midplane. The inboard and outboard probe measurements

of Isat
RMS/Isat yield results similar to those from the optical diagnostics, as can be seen in Fig. 6.

(The absolute RMS level of Isat fluctuations is also significantly higher on the outboard side.)

Also shown in Fig. 8 are the inboard/outboard profiles of normalized density fluctuations

calculated from the simulation of the plasma discussed in Section 4. It is meant for qualitative

comparison only, since the time-averaged inboard profiles were not used in the simulation’s

calculation of the inboard turbulence. (Instead, the outboard profiles for a similar shot were

mapped along the flux tube to the inboard side.) Nonetheless, the fractional decrease in the

normalized fluctuation level is the same order of magnitude as that measured. Thus the inboard

measurements are consistent with the ballooning drive indicated by the simulations.

There are also significant differences in the measured frequency spectra of the inboard/outboard

fluctuations. Shown in Fig. 9 are the frequency spectra from the gas-puff emission, one from a

view of an outboard puff at ρ=8 mm, the other two from views of a simultaneous inboard puff

with ρ=6 and 8 mm. The inboard spectra are clearly much narrower, as seen after arbitrarily

normalizing them at 2 kHz.

The literature reveals very little regarding inboard/outboard turbulence comparisons. Ref. [1]

found coherent fluctuations on the inboard side on ASDEX only when the field lines there

connected to the outboard, unfavorable-curvature side (as is the case in the single null C-Mod

discharges reported on here). The relative level of inboard/outboard fluctuations was not

discussed. Coherent inboard fluctuations were absent in ASDEX double null cases. Also Ref.

[30] report clear observations of filaments on the inboard side of TFTR. Ref. [31] measured a

significant decrease in radial particle flux on the inboard side for L-mode plasmas in CCT, but

found little difference in normalized density and potential fluctuations.

There is another important implication from the C-Mod observation of a low inboard-to-

outboard fluctuation ratio. Since the measurements are compared on the same open flux surface,

it is unlikely that the SOL turbulence in the C-Mod is driven primarily by flute-like instabilities.

In fact any model in which the entire flux tube fluctuates more or less at once is at odds with

this inboard/outboard experimental result.



6. Observations of blobs near the density limit

In most C-Mod and NSTX discharges the identifiable blobs are seen outside the LCFS. Ref.

[16] has also noted that they appear to be formed near the LCFS in DIII-D. This has led to

speculation that the separatrix and/or open field lines are involved in their generation and/or

transport. On the other hand, Refs [7,8] have argued that open field lines are not essential to

blob creation, and hypothesize moreover that it is the encroachment of the rapid, intermittent,

blobby perpendicular transport into the closed flux surfaces that leads to the robust Greenwald

density limit observed in tokamaks. Using gas puff imaging in discharges near the density limit

(n/nGW=0.7), we were able to observe ~1 cm sized structures – blobs – that were clearly inside

the LCFS (Fig. 10). Six frames of a 250 kHz movie are shown in Fig. 10. The white-black

dashed line shows the location of the LCFS, in this case determined by an outboard limiter

whose projection is shown by the black dashed line. The parameters for this discharge were

Ip=0.61 MA, ne=2.8x1020 m –3, Bt=5.4 T. Thus we speculate that the blob generation occurs in

the high gradient region, which is typically at the LCFS, but which is observed to move into

closed flux surfaces near the density limit. The generation of localized regions of high vorticity

in steep gradient regions is also supported by the simulations.

7. Summary

The spatial and temporal characteristics of the turbulence in the outboard and inboard SOL of

Alcator C-Mod have been investigated using “gas-puff-imaging” and probes. With the imaging

we identify intermittently-occurring structures – blobs – as the phenomenon seen as large

amplitude, non-gaussian-distributed events on probes. The spatial characteristics of the outboard

SOL turbulence were determined for two discharge conditions with different field strengths and

densities (normalized to the Greenwald density), both different by more than a factor of two.

Poloidal correlation lengths were found to be somewhat different, both in magnitude and radial

profile. Normalized fluctuation levels were similar. The results were compared quantitatively

with 3-D non-linear simulations of the C-Mod edge for which the time-averaged profiles were

fixed. The agreement between the simulations and the experimental measurements was good in

some cases, e.g. in the radial profiles of poloidal correlation lengths. Good agreement was also

found in the poloidal wavenumber spectra over the part of the profile, with significant

differences existing in the limiter shadow. The simulations identify the resistive ballooning

instability as the dominant linear instability. Inclusion of results measured from the outboard

SOL of NSTX allowed comparison of turbulence characteristics over an even greater parameter

range in BT, λei/Lc, ρs, gradient scale length. There is a rough, but inconclusive, scaling of the

turbulence scale size with the resistive ballooning mode scale size. The ballooning character of

the turbulence is more clearly evidenced by the experimental comparison between the

fluctuation levels in the inboard and outboard SOLs. Both the gas-puff imaging diagnostics and

inboard and outboard fast-scanning probes show normalized fluctuation levels on the inboard



side that are typically 5-10 times lower than on the outboard side of the same flux surface. The

frequency spectra are also quite different. These observations clearly support a ballooning-like

drive and do not support flute-like instability drive for which field line connection to a surface is

important. Finally, in discharges close to the density limit, we observe blobs inside the LCFS,

implying that their origin is tied to regions of steep gradients, rather than to the boundary

between open and closed flux surfaces.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1 The time-averaged image of Dα brightness from the gas puff on the outboard midplane.

The X-section is the plane perpendicular to the local field. Also shown are the separatrix, the

projection of the outboard limiter, and the rectangular box inside of which the kpol spectra and

Lpol are calculated.

Fig. 2 Four consecutive “normalized” images calculated by dividing each 2 µs snapshot by the

time-averaged image. Two large-amplitude fluctuations – blobs - are seen in the first image.

Each of the other three images shows smaller amplitude structures existing primarily outside

the separatrix, as well as emission "holes", where the snapshot emission is less than the

average. The scale shows the emission relative to the average.

Fig. 3 SOL density profiles for the two cases discussed, as measured by an outboard

reciprocating probe located ~10 cm above the outside midplane.

Fig. 4 Experimental Lpol vs. ρ for the two cases discussed.

Fig. 5 Experimental kpol spectra vs. ρ for the “high” field case (a) and the “low” field case (b).

The color scale (for Fourier amplitude) is as shown.

Fig. 6 Normalized Isat fluctuations for the two cases discussed, as measured by the outboard

reciprocating probe, and the inboard fluctuation level as measured by another probe scanning

through the inboard SOL (open circles). The inboard fluctuation level is measured for the

“low” field case and is discussed in Sect. 5. Similar ratios between inboard and outboard

fluctuation levels are seen in the “high” field case as well.

Fig 7. Comparison of kpol spectra vs. ρ from the experiment (a) with that of the NLET simulation

(b). The simulation spectra are post-processed for normalized Dα emission and have the

experimental spatial and time resolutions folded in.

Fig 8. Normalized intensity (HeI-667 nm) fluctuations, IRMS/<I>, as measured by a radially-

resolving array of tangential views spanning the inboard SOL are compared with a those

from a radially-resolving array of tangential views spanning the outboard SOL. Inboard and

outboard probe measurements of Isat
RMS/<Isat> give similar results, as seen in Fig. 4.

(Outboard points are solid circles and inboard are open circles) Also shown for qualitative

comparison are the normalized density fluctuations calculated by an NLET simulation

(outboard as solid line and inboard as dashed line).



Fig 9. Comparison of the frequency spectra of intensity fluctuations observed in the inboard

(dashed) and outboard (solid) SOLs. The spectra are measured at the same time and are from

emission on the same flux surface (ρ=6 mm). The spectra are normalized at ~ 2kHz.

Fig. 10. Sequences of six experimental images taken at a 250 kHz frame rate, showing space

and time evolution of a blob originating inside the LCFS at the outboard SOL. The white-

black line is the LCFS. The images are emission of the 667 nm HeI line after He has been

puffed at the outboard nozzle.
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